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Abstract

We study multifragment production in central heavy-ion collisions using model-
independent universal fluctuations theory and a wide range of INDRA data. We find ev-
idence for two different regimes at low and high incident energies, respectively, defined by
the fluctuation scaling properties of the largest fragment in each event,

�������
, which plays

the role of an order parameter. Data for a wide range of system masses and incident energies
collapse on to an approximately universal scaling function in each regime. The form of the
scaling functions is established, and their dependence on total system mass and bombarding
energy is mapped out.

1. INTRODUCTION

It has long been hoped that the study of nuclear
multifragmentation reactions as observed in in-
termediate energy heavy-ion collisions [1, 2, 3, 4]
can give valuable information on the nuclear mat-
ter phase diagram and equation of state [5, 6, 7].
Signals of the expected phase transition at low
density, often associated with multifragmenta-
tion, may be revealed by abnormal fluctuations
of experimental observables, but the extraction
of such signals from the “background” of huge
statistical fluctuations inherent to small systems
such as atomic nuclei is very difficult and most
often model-dependent. The theory of the uni-
versal character of order parameter fluctuations
in finite systems recently proposed by the au-
thors of [8, 9] addresses this question in a gen-
eral and model-independent framework. It is pos-
sible to obtain pertinent information on the re-
lationship between the formation of clusters in
a system and the its phase transition(s) without
needing to characterize the state of the system
under study to the extent of, for example, sup-
posing it to be in thermodynamical equilibrium
at the time of cluster formation. All pertinent
information can be obtained from a sufficiently
precise measurement of the event-by-event dis-
tributions of cluster multiplicity and the size of

the largest cluster produced. This is possible for
nuclear multifragmentation thanks to the highly
exclusive data obtained for a wide range of reac-
tions using the INDRA charged-particle multide-
tector array [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15].

2. UNIVERSAL FLUCTUATIONS OF THE
ORDER PARAMETER IN FINITE

SYSTEMS

Experimental observables that may be related
to an order parameter can be identified through
their � -scaling behaviour [9]. The � -scaling is
observed when two or more probability distribu-
tions �
	����� of the observable  for a system
of ’size’ � collapse onto a single scaling curve�������������

independent of system size when plotted
in terms of the scaling variable

� �
:

� ! � �
	�����#" ����� ����� � " �%$&(' � ) � ) � *
(1)

where �   is the mean value of the distri-
bution ��	+�,�� and -.0/ � /21 . �   plays
the role of a scale parameter and can replace �
as a measure of the size of the system. A less
strong (necessary but not sufficient) condition for� -scaling is that the variance of the distribution
should scale with its mean value as



3 .54 � ) . � (2)

so that in a log-log plot of 3 . versus �   .
data should fall on a straight line of slope � .
For  an order parameter of the system the two
extreme values of � , -. and 1, correspond re-
spectively to ordered (low-temperature) and dis-
ordered (high-temperature) phases. A value of� " -. whatever the state of the system shows
that  is not an order parameter. Furthermore,�6" 1 with  an order parameter may indicate
that the system is near to or at the critical point:
in this case the long-range correlations in the sys-
tem should influence the fluctuations of  , i.e.
the precise form of the scaling function

�����7�8���9�
.

3. APPLICATION TO DATA

The onset and dominance of multifragmenta-
tion is observed in central collisions of symmet-
ric systems of heavy ions at bombarding energies
between 20 and 100 MeV/nucleon. We have an-
alyzed a large amount of data on such reactions
obtained with INDRA, in terms of the universal
fluctuations theory. The data were obtained at
the GSI and GANIL facilities. The high perfor-
mances of the INDRA array allow to detect and
identify on an event-by-event basis all light par-
ticles and fragments, including the heaviest. We
chose to sort events using :<; - . , the total trans-
verse energy of light charged particles ( = /?> ).
In this way we bias as little as possible the char-
acteristics of fragments ( =A@CB ) in the events. In
the following, for all systems, we study “central
collisions” defined as 1% of the events recorded
with a minimum-bias multiplicity trigger hav-
ing the largest reduced transverse energy of LCP,:D; - .FE :DG � ( :DG � is the available centre of mass en-
ergy of each reaction). We also made a check
whether the largest detected charged fragment of
each event is really the largest using the total de-
tected charge of the event, =H;JI9; .

Figure 1 shows the data for the total multiplicity
of charged products, KL;JI9; , for central collisions
of Xe+Sn from 25 to 100 MeV/nucleon. In the
left-hand panel (Fig.1a) we plot the logarithm of
the variance of the measured KL;JI9; distributions
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Figure 1: Data for the total multiplicity of charged prod-
ucts with MCNPO , QSRUTVR , for central collisions of Xe+Sn.
(a) Log-log plot of the variance versus the squared mean
value of the distribution of QWRUTVR for each bombarding en-
ergy. The straight line represents Eq.2 with XZY?[\ . (b)
Experimental distributions of QSRUT�R expressed in the vari-
ables of the second scaling law, i.e. Eq.1 with X]Y%[\ . The
dashed curve is a Gaussian fit to all the data.

for each beam energy as a function of the log-
arithm of the square of the mean value of K^;JI�; .
If fluctuations obey the universal scaling law of
Eq.1, then the data must fall on a straight line of
slope � in this plot. This is the case, and, to a
fair approximation, the variance of the multiplic-
ity distribution grows with increasing bombard-
ing energy like 3 . 4 � K_;JI9;� .

Figure 1b shows that the multiplicity distri-
butions for different bombarding energies col-
lapse to a unique distribution (scaling function)
when expressed in terms of the second scaling
law (Eq.1 with � " -. ). The observed scal-
ing function

�
is very well approximated by a

Gaussian distribution (dashed curve on the fig-
ure). The scaling properties of total multiplicity
fluctuations do not show any evolution in cen-
tral collisions of Xe+Sn between 25 and 100
MeV/nucleon. This is true not only for the
Xe+Sn data but also for all the data we have stud-
ied in this work: Ar+KCl (32-74 MeV/nucleon),
Ni+Ni (32-90 MeV/nucleon) and Au+Au (40-80
MeV/nucleon). Nor does the multiplicity of frag-
ments ( = @ B ) present any change of scaling
regime with increasing bombarding energy, al-
though we do observe clearly the “rise and fall”
of the fragment multiplicity which has a maxi-
mum value at different beam energies depending
on the system studied.
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Figure 2: Data for the largest charged fragment in each
event, Ma`�bdc , for central collisions of Xe+Sn. (a) Log-log
plot of the variance versus the squared mean value of the
distribution of Me`�bdc for each bombarding energy. The
straight line represents Eq.2 with XPYfO . (b) Experimen-
tal distributions of Me`�bdc expressed in the variables of the
first scaling law, i.e. Eq.1 with XgYhO . The dashed curve
represents a Gaussian distribution.

Generic models of cluster production may be
classed into two types. The first, the class of
“fragmentation” scenarios in which a system is
broken up by a series of binary splittings or some
other physical process, has for its order param-
eter the number or multiplicity of clusters. For
such models, it is the multiplicity which exhibits
different � -scaling regimes if the system has dif-
ferent phases. As we have seen, this is not the
case for central collisions of symmetric systems
between 20 and 100 MeV/nucleon. The second
class of models, in which clusters are built up
by “aggregation” of smaller constituents, has for
its order parameter the size of the largest cluster.
As INDRA does not measure the mass but only
the atomic number of fragments, we will assume
in the following that the largest fragment of each
event corresponds to = �
�i� , the fragment with the
largest atomic number.

Figure 2 shows data for the largest fragment
of each event in Xe+Sn collisions from 25 to
100 MeV/nucleon. The two panels are analogous
to those shown for the total charged multiplic-
ity in Figure 1 and comparison of the two figures
shows the very different behaviour seen for these
two observables. The relationship between the
variance and the mean of the = �
�i� distributions
(Fig.2a) changes with bombarding energy: it is a
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Figure 3: Data for the largest charged fragment in each
event, Me`�bdc , for central collisions of Au+Au. (a) Log-
log plot of the variance versus the squared mean value of
the distribution of Me`�bdc for each bombarding energy. The
straight line represents Eq.2 with XPYfO . (b) Experimen-
tal distributions of M&`jb�c expressed in the variables of the
first scaling law, i.e. Eq.1 with X%YhO . The dashed curve
represents the best fit with a Gumbel distribution.

power law with � close to 0.5 at low energies,
and � 4 1 for bombarding energies around 39
MeV/nucleon and above. The form of the = �
�i�
distributions also evolves with bombarding en-
ergy: it is nearly Gaussian at 25 MeV/nucleon
but from about 39 MeV/nucleon upwards it has
an asymmetric form with a near-exponential tail
for large positive values of the scaling variable,� �

.
In fact it is possible to sort all of the data stud-

ied here between two regimes of � -scaling of the
charge of the largest fragment in each event. As
an example, we show in Figure 3 data on cen-
tral collisions of Au+Au. The three bombard-
ing energies measured with INDRA at GSI and
presented here obey the �k" 1 scaling law and
the scaling functions for = ����� can be very well
fitted by a modified Gumbel distribution [16].
The Gumbel distribution is the equivalent of the
Gaussian distribution in the case of extremal val-
ues: it is obtained for an observable which is an
extremum (rather than a sum) of a large number
of random, uncorrelated, microscopic variables.

The dependence on bombarding energy and to-
tal system mass of the frontier between the two� -scaling regimes is shown in Figure 4. For each
system (Ar+KCl, Ni+Ni, Xe+Sn and Au+Au) a
“transition energy” is given, along with its esti-
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Figure 4: Dependence on bombarding energy and total
system mass of the two different regimes of X -scaling ob-
served for the size of the largest fragment in each event,M `�bdc , for central collisions of symmetric systems studied
with INDRA.

mated uncertainty, based on the scaling proper-
ties of the = ����� distributions in each case. For
the lowest total mass (Ar+KCl) a � " -. scal-
ing is observed for all but perhaps the two high-
est measured energies (52 and 74 MeV/nucleon).
For intermediate masses (Ni+Ni and Xe+Sn) the
two scaling regimes are observed, whereas for the
heaviest system (Au+Au) only the �l" 1 scaling
is observed. Data on Au+Au central collisions at
energies below 40 MeV/nucleon would be nec-
essary in order to determine whether the “low-
temperature” regime actually occurs for this sys-
tem.

4. SUMMARY

We have studied nuclear multifragmentation
data obtained with the INDRA array for cen-
tral collisions of symmetric systems of total
mass m+;JI9; 4 n7o 'qpsr7r at bombarding energies
from 25 to 100 MeV/nucleon. Using a model-
independent analysis based on the theory of uni-
versal fluctuations of the order parameter for fi-
nite systems we have shown that the event-by-
event distribution of = ����� allows to sort data in to
two fluctuation-scaling regimes or "phases" de-
fined by the value of the scaling exponent � ,
which is approximately equal to -. at low ener-
gies and tends towards the asymptotic value 1

at high energies and with increasing total sys-
tem size. These "phases" are equally well charac-
terised by a distinctive form of the scaling func-
tion

����� ����� �
. At low energies this function, al-

though more symmetric than that seen at higher
energy, is significantly different from the Gaus-
sian form. In the high-energy regime the scaling
function is more asymmetric and tends towards
the asymptotic form of the Gumbel distribution
with increasing system mass. This evolution con-
cerns mainly the large- = �
�i� tail of the distribu-
tion which falls off more slowly for heavier sys-
tems, becoming exponential. For the Au+Au sys-
tem

�������������
is an almost perfect Gumbel dis-

tribution. The bombarding energy at which the
passage from one scaling regime to the other is
situated decreases as the total system mass (and
charge) increases. This is reminiscent of the ob-
servation of decreasing limiting temperatures for
finite nuclei seen in [17]. In future analyses we
could attempt to link these two observations by
applying calorimetry methods to our data. For
the present moment however we cannot exclude
the possibility that the dependence on entrance
channel mass and bombarding energy of the two
scaling regimes is due to reaction mechanism.
In the data studied so far we observe only or-
der parameter distributions which are compati-
ble with weakly-correlated systems, i.e. far from
the critical point. It may be that the general sur-
vey of a wide range of data presented here is
not sufficiently detailed to reveal such features,
or that data taken in small bombarding energy
steps around the "transition energy" are neces-
sary to track the evolution of the order parameter
distribution. Such additional data for the Xe+Sn
system have been measured recently and are cur-
rently under analysis.
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